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An important issue in studies of moral development is the,extent to

which individuals are consistent in their behavior across different moral

situations. Piaget's theory of cognitive development maintains that there

are cognitive structures which determine the quality of thought. These

structuresor_organizing principles;- represent patterns of thinking through

which individuals, structure and organize,,,their social world, and they underlie

both thought and action in a consistent manner.

Empirical research has not_offered. strong evidence of such- consistency,-

however. Studies which have examined the relationship between moral judgment

and behavior in young children have found low positive correlation's. These

studies have usually measured moral judgment with Piaget's (1965) stories or

Kohlberg's (1969) dilemmas. Behavior has been assessed using various tasks.

No relationship was found between resistance to temptation and moral reasoning

using Piagetian stories_of intentionality (Grinder,, 1964), or using Kohlberg's

moral judgment interview (Nelson, Grinder, and Biaggio, 1969), while Harris,

Mussen, and Rutherford (1076) foundA low positive correlation between_ _

resistance to temptation and Kohlberg's measure, EMler and Rushton (1976)



found moderate correlations between Piagetian stories o1 intentionality and

sharing. Finally,-Kohlberg's moral judgment measure was found to have little

or no relationship to political activity (Haan, Smith, and Block, 1968;

Leming, 1974).

There are-a number of methodological problems in these studies which

may have contributed to the low correlations. First, regarding the measures,

as DaMon (1977) has suggested, Kohlberg's stories do not provide an accurate

assessment of youhg-thildren's moral knowledge, since many of the issues

depicted in the stories are far beyond the realm of children's experiences.

Second, subjects' justifications for their social behavior are rarely

obtained. Third, the behavioral measures usually consist of an isolated

behavior, e.g., cheating on a test or donating to a charity. Few attempts

have been made to consider the_organizational_patterns-of-behavlotT-or-to

determine qualitative differences in structural levels of moral' behavior.

The ?resent study was desiped to examine the issue of consistency
-

0 between moral reasoning and behavior, (i.e.,,ohypothetical and practical

knowledge). The relationship between hypothetical-justice reasoning and

two forma of altruistic behavior'was studied. The relationship among

cognitive structure, reasoning,.and behavior was also explored. One

dimension upon which children structure their social thinking and which

changes qualitatively with development is reciprocity. The relationship

between reciprocity and reasoning was measured by Damon's positive - justice

interview. The relationship between reciprocitY and altruistic behavior

was measured by a series of environmental conditions designed to elicit

reciprocity responses.\ These conditions were,based on Damon's levels of

positiye justice. Each level is characterized:by new, more sophisticated

L
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understanding of the concept of reciprocity: Children at levels OA and

5B'are egocentric and have little or no understanding of reciprocity.

Children at level lA understand reciprocity as a rigid payback-in-kind;
n -

those at. level 1Bunderstand merit; and those at level 2A understand need.

'Children at level 2B understand and are able to coordinate' the relationship,

a

among several claims to justice. In the present. study, four behavioral

gonditions were developed to reflect the knowledge acquired.at stages --

1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B.

In each condition the subject was given information. about another

(fictitious) child, and he then had the opportunity to respond altruistically

to that child: The reciprocity conditions were as follows:

(1)-Past-reciprocity---The-other4fictitious)-child_had
previously

participated but did not win anything for himself. He6did, however,

leave something for the subject. The subject was then told he could

leave somethipg for that child in return. .Thiscorresponded to lkreasoning.

(2) DeServing/merit. The subject was told that the other child had

worked very hard and'had done very well on a task, and he could give 7

. -

something to that child. This corresponded to 18 reasoning.

(3) Need. 'The subject was told .tha the other child is very poor,

and he could give something to that child. This corresponded to 2A

reasoning.

(4) ordinated reciprocity. The child was given information about

two other c ldren: one who had worked very hard and had done very well

on a task, and.another whowas very poor.- The -subject was then told he

could give something to one or_both of these children. This corresponded

to 2B reasoning since it required the subjects to coordinate two separate

Claims to justice.

55.
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(5) Control. No additional information was given to the child.

These reciprocity conditions were embedded in two contexts of

altruism: sharing candy and helping trace pictures. The relation

between subjects' levels of justice reasoning and their altruistic behavior

was observed in their resppnses to these conditions, in addition, children were

asked to give reasons for their behavior (practical reasoning) in order

to assess the relationship between levels of reasoning in hypothetical

and practical contexts. Finally, subjects were asked what was the fairest .

thing to do in the helping and sharing situations (ideal reasoning) in

order to extend the assessment of the relationship between level'S of

reasoning to an ideal context.

The. present study was designed to test the following hypotheses:

-4

1. Level of hypothez'ical moral reasoning will, be positively related

to the amount of helping and sharing behavi9r.

2. Interactions between hypothetical moral reasoning level and

condition of dltruism will .fie significant :-

2A. Children at hypothetical moral reasoning level OB will display

d'

a significantly lower frequency of helping and sharing in all conditions "...

than those at moral reasoning levels 1B and 2B.

2B. Children at hypothetical moral reasoning level 1B will display

a significantly higher frequency of and .sharing in the past

reciprocity and merit conditions than in,the control condition.

2C. Children at hypothetical moral reasoning level 2B will display .

a higher frequency of'helping and sharing 'behavior in the past reciproCity,

merit, need,,and coordinated reciprocity conditions than in the control

condition.
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3. Levels of hypothetical, practical, apd ideal moral reasoning

will be positively correlated.

4. Children will be more advanced in levels of hypothetical

reasoning than in levels of practical or ideal reasoning.

METHOD

Subj ects.

The sample consisted of 120 males from grades kindergarten through

five, selected'fi.om a public school in New York City in'a primarily middle-

,class neighborhood. Ages ranged from four to eleven years.

Procedures

Hypothetical-Moral Reasoning.

Levels of moral reasoning in a hypothetical context were assessed using

DamOn's Positive Justice'IntervieW (1977).

Contexts of Altruism.,
--- .....

Altuiam wis, measured in two behaviOral nontexts; helping and sharing.

Each subjects was. administered both tasks in two separate sessions;

Helping. This task assessed' children's helping under different conditions

of reciprocity in order to observe (1) whether subjects helped another child

on an uninteresting task while-foregoing the opportunIcy to play with a more
.1

0J

attractive toy, and (2) whether conditions *of 'reciprocity reflectidg different

cognitive levels elicited differential responses by children,

The task was a :.racing game. Subjects were invited to

make spacemen by. tracing several geometric shapes (squares, rectangles,

triangles-;- and circle's), cuttint, tnem out and pasting them together.
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The experimenter showed the materials to the.aubject and told hilvahe

would assemble another sot of geometric tracing shapes which was on a

table at the other end of the room'. While the subject waited for hie shapes

to be prepared, he waa given the choice of either playing with an attractive

toy, (Etch A Sketch) or tracing ahapes for another boy who had to leave

quickly and did not have the chance to trace any for himself. At this

point, subjects were given additional information about the fictitious

boy. There were four different types of information. given to subjects
.

(four conditions) which corresponded to different levels of reciprocity:

past reciprocity (the other child had left tracings for the subject), merit

(the other child was a good artist), need.(the'other boy was poor), and

coordinated reciprocity (one other boy was a good artist and another was

-poor);-plus a control -group: -(no:other information was given- about the -other

child). Subjects were randomly assigned to one of these five conditions.

The subject was thenieft alone to either trace or play with the other toy.

____The_subject was asked-the reasons for his: 3ehavior (practical reasoning).'

In order to assess ideal-reasoning-the subject was then asked what was the

- fairest thing to do.

The experimenter recorded the number of tracings .a subject made for

the fictitious child. The reasons he stated for his behavior and for the

fairest thinglto do were scored according to Damon's levels of positive

justice ranging from OA to 2B (1977).-

'Sharing. This measure assessed children's sharing under different

conditions of reciprocity.. The procedure'was adaVted frem Dreman-(1976).

The subject was asked to draw a picture and was presented nine candies

as a prize. This served as a pretext for giving tthe subject candies

If
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to aharo with another (fietittbes) child. He was than told ehatThe other

child had to leave cluickly, and that. he could leavaeaome of hia Own candies.

for the child if he wanted. At this point, subjects were given additioahl

V'
information about the fi4Itious boy, There were four different. typos 'of

inforMation-given to subjects (four conditions) which corresponded to

different levels of reciprocity: past teciprotity.(the other boy had left

candies for the subject), merit (the other child was a good.artist); need
0

(the other boy was poor), coordinated reciprocity (one other boy, was a good'

artist and another was poor), plus a control ,group (no other information was

given about the other child).. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of

these five'conditiOns. Several bags were placed near the subject who was

told that he could leave candies in a bag for the other child if he wanted.

It was emphasized that he could share as many or as few as he wanted. The

subject was,then left -alone for two minutes, in order to minimize the demand

characteristics of the situation,. The subject was asked the reasonafor his
\

behavior .(practical-reasoning). In -order to assess ideal reasoning, the

subSedt-was asked what was the fairest thing to do.

The experimenter recorded the number of candies a subject placed in

a bag for the other child. ,The reason he stated forhis behavior and for
'

the fairest. thing to do were scored according.to- Damon's levels of positive

justice reasoning from OA to 2B (1977).

Subjects-were-tested individually in two sessions, approximately one

month apart. la the first session, subjects were administered a behavioral

..task by one experimenter. Belf the subjects were administered,the helping

taAkjirst and balf_the_shariag_ta._ M._.01P_O040A10.0n of the behavioral

'., task the hypothetical positive- justice interview was administered'by
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second experimenter. The.exper4mtntere continued tä Via44 Publocrn.unljt
,,

r
.

there were app6ximately.ferq oukipPta9t each-of thp followinvOpothetidal
t..1

moral reasoning level0; ' OB, ill, And 2B. Subjecto 4t royale OA, 1A$ and 2A
:

'were not included. In the aecond\Aleauion, rbjecto were admininOred the

accond behavioral task.
4

ASULTS
, .. ..

The, effects of level of hypothetical moral reasoning and condition
,

,H
of altruism on helping and sharing behaviors were assessed 13y performing

a 3 X $ analysis .of variance'bn the number of pictures subjects traced and'

the number of candies that they shared. There were three levels of

hypothetical moral reasoning (OB, 1B and 2B) and five conditions of altruism

(control, past reciprocity, merit, need, and.coordinated reciprocity). There

wap a significant main effect for hypothetical moral reanOning'lcvas on

both the helping and sharing behaviors,-.F(2, 105) = 13.26 and 9.32,

_ .

respective, Scheffe comprisons indicated that for both. helping

and sharing,- subjects.at level 2B of the moral reasoning interview drew

significantly more pictures and shared significantly more Candies than

subjects at levels OB. and 1B, while the litter grou0 did not differ'from

each other. These results are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

There was a significant effect for hypothetical moral reisoninglevel for

The-iame factors were entered into an ,ollysis with age as a covariate.-------

helping and sharing, F(2, 104) 7.34 and 5.64, respectively, EL<:.05.

.Scheffe-comOarisons showed _that, for. sharing, subjects at level 2B gave.

significaL7' more candies than Subjects at-levels OB:and:1B,-while the

latter' groups: id not differ fromeach.other, -yost hoc.pairwi4 comparisons

:_for hel p in g re onses, however'," were not significant.
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:A1WOogh'ho anociele.,prodlotiptla wor made ooacorniag etfool;

of;,6nditibu of 11W:tam on Ottiotatio,hohLiNaor, woo amaoamod am

pOrt of the abovti 2-woy ANOVA,. The analyala ladletmod that thora w(A

a aignif#TIrmaln offoN:'for condition on both. helping and 4nr-ing

k

revonsea', F(4, 105) 2.93 and 2.73? respectively, it. .0.5.. Scheffe

hocicomparlsonS'shoWed that for helping, subjects in the coordtnated

reciproc4y,condition traced more pictures than Lhasa in the control,

pOOL

;

condition and subjects in the coordinated reciprocity conditlow traced

more than those in the merit condition. For,sharing,9siililbcts in the'
,

coordinated reciprocity condition gave more Candiesthan those in the

tontrOl condition.

The interact

and condition of

The interaction effect for helping behaviors, however, was significant,

ion effect between hypothetical moral reasoning level

altruism was not ,significant for' sharing behaviors.

F(8, 102) =-2.68, .05.
4

Two types of post, hoc comparisons were

Arr) performed on the helping scores.
0

Thq. first was a comparison of subjects'

altruistic behaviors at moral reasoning levels OB 'to land lB to 2B at
_ . .

2

.each condition of altrUism. The second type of post hoc test compared the

amounts-of_altruistic behaViors in the past reciprocity, merit, need, and

,/

° coordinated reciprocity conditions against the-Control condition at each
a,

/

. Moral reasoning level. Scheffe comparisons revealed no significant

differences. Hqwever, the Scheffe test is the most conservative of

the post hoc tests.. In order to further explore the trends in the

_L_-data -under less stringent criteria fog' significance, an additional

--
post hoc test, Dunnettis t-statistic (Winer, 162) was perforated..

The Dunnett test is apprbpriate since itallows a comparison



Of 4 4E4 of colln,te one par tionlar cell. (:L, e, control tlronp), DunnotOa

teo indlented 4 eignificant difference between number of picturen

trncpd for aublecta at levele lb. and 2b in both control and coordinated

reciproeity eonditiona, 7,06 and 7,65, reapectively, La ,05,

Snbjecta at love:1,11i trpced more picturea (Awn thene fa level, :.lb la

both control and'coord,knated reciprocity condition-a, In addltion;

aignificant diCferencea'were found between the control and' need conditiona

and between the control and coordinated reciproCity conditiona at moral
7

reamoning level 211, t 1.0..11 and 15.22, reapectively, 1<,05. tinbjecto

at torcil 'reasoning' level 211,o:deed more p+cturea in the need and coordinated '"

'}reciprocity conditions than in 'the,control condition. Thefie rchulta arc

presented ip Figures 3 and 4.

As previously described, three types of moral reasoning were obtained:

hypothetical reasoning' (based upon scores obtained on the positive justice

interview), practical reasoning (based upon subject's justifications for his

altruistic iehavior), and ideal reasoning (based upon..subject'sy descriptions

of the fairest thing to do iu the helping or sharing.situatinn). Kendall's

Tau rank, order correlations were used to assess the interrelationships

among the measures. Correlations among moral'teasoning scores in the

three different contexts are presented in Table 1.

The interrelationships among types of rroning were assessed in the

helping and' sharing. contexts. separately. .Correlations between hypothetical

.:and-practical reasoning scores were ,3§ in the helping context and .41 in

the sharing contextCorrelations between hypothetical and idepl_reasoning,

scores were .40 for helping and .46 for sharing. Correlations between

pra6tical and ideal reasoning scores were .62 for helping-and .83 for'sharing.

12
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In addition, correlations between behavioral contexts were assessed

for both practical and ideal reasoning. In this assessment, practical

reasoning scores were correlated across helping, and sharing contexts,

and similarly, ideal reasoning scores were correlated across helping

and sharing contexts. The correlation between practical reasoning scores

in the helping and sharing contexts was .27, and the correlation betWeen

ideal reasoning scores in helping and sharing-contexts was .36. All

correlations were signifiCant (p <, .001).

Thus, there were significant positive relationships among the

three types. Of reasoning. Although correlations varied between the

helping and sharing contexts, similar patterns existed for both. The
,

highest correlations were demonstrated. between practical, and ideal

reasoning score's. Hypothetical reasoning was more highly correlated

with ideal reasoning than with.practical reasoning scores: Correlations

between helping and sharing reasoning scores were the lowest.

In addition, partial correlations among reasoning scores were

Calculated with age as a covariate.' These correlations are presented

in Table 2. Although these 6orrelations were somewhat lower than the

simple correlations, they all remained significant and displayed the

same patterns as the zero-order correlations.

An additional analysis was employed to determine whether subjects'

levels of,moral reasoning were equivalent across hypothetical, practical,

7and,ideal reasoning contexts. Chi square analyses were

performed in each behavioral context (helping and sharing) to test
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whether there were.differences in patterns of reasoning at each moral

.reasoning level. Each analysis compared two types of reasoning. For

example, one chi square test compared levels of hypothetical and practical

reasoning. A 3 x 3 frequency table was constructed to include three

patterns of reasoning (hypothetical more advanced than, equivalent to,

less advanced than practical reasoning) by three hypothetical reasoning

levels (0B, 1B, 2B). In this way, patterns of reasoning could be

compared at different moral-cognitive levels. This analysis was

performed in both helping and sharing contexts. Similarly, frequency

tables were constructed to compare hypothetical and ideal reasoning,

and practical and ideal reasoning. Thus, six separate chi square analyses

were performed.'

For both helping and sharing contexts of altruism, there were

significant differences in patterns of, hypothetical and practical

reasoning, X2(4) = 10.35, 11.4: .04 and X2(4) = 12.34, 2. < .02, respectively.

Subjects' moral reasoning was at least one level lower in the practical

context than in the hypothetical context. For both helping and sharing,

there were significant differences in the pattern of hypothetical and

ideal reasoning, X2(4) = 39.56 and 39.01, respectively, P < .001.' On

both tasks, subjects in hypothetical moral reasoning' evel OB reasoned

at equivalent levels in hypothetical and ideal reasoning, whereas

subjects at levels 1B and 2B were more advanced in hypothetical than

in ideal reasoning. Finally, in both helping and sharing contexts,

there were no significant differencesbetween practical and ideal

reasoning.

14
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Most theories of children's moral reasoning (Piaget, 1965, Kohlberg,

1969) are based on children's responses to hypothetical moral dilemmas

with little concern regarding how responses in such hypothetical contexts

are related to moral judgients and moral actions in practical contexts.

Piaget, in his studies of moral judgment, acknowledged the differences

between "verbal or theoretical judgment and the concrete evaluations

that operate in action..." (1965, p. 117) and he cautioned readers that

the "verbal evaluations made by our children are not of actions of which

they have been authors or witnesses, but of stories which are told to

them" (p. 119). Recently, Damon (1977) tested children's concepts of

distributive justice in both hypothetical and practical contexts. For

the practical context he created experimental conditions in which groups

of children actually had to decide how to distribute "rewards" among

themselves. Children's justifications for their behavior was analyzed

according to whether they considered such justice,principles as need or

metit. Among other things, he found that 'childrenresorted to higher

levels of justice reasoning when considering the hypothetical situations

than when engaging, in practical judgments. The overall relationship

between justice reasoning in the hypothetical and practical contexts

was less than what would he expected from cognitive developmental theory.

The purpose of the present study was to provide a more sensitive

'test of the'consiatency of moral reasoning.in hypothetical and practical

contexts and the relationship between moral reasoning and altruistic

behavior.
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Two different situations of altruism were studied: helping and

sharing. Within each situation, four experimental conditions were

created to correspond to Damon's levels of moral reasoning: past

reciprocity, merit, need, and coordinated reciprocity. In addition,

three different measures of moral reasoning were obtained: hypothetical,

practical, and ideal. Thus, by systematically varying these factors

within a coherent theoretical framework, more specific interactions

between levels of reasoning and altruistic behavior could be delineated.

It was found that relationships "between moral reasoning contexts

and altruistic behavior differed according to subjeCts' levels of

hypothetical moral reasoning. Subjects at level 2B , .d significantly

-.greater helping and sharing behaviors across all conditions than subjects

at 1B and OB. Subjects. at 1B, however, were not more altruistic than -

subjects at OB.'
, -

When subjects' responses, in the four experimental conditions. were

compared with the control condition, it was found that subjects.atr,level
\

2B make 'greater efforts to help another (fictitious) child in the need,

and coordinated reciprocity conditions but not in the merit and past

reciprocity conditions. Subjects at level 2B, did not share significantly

more candies with'another child in any of the four experimental. conditions

.compared to the.control condition. ftelping.and sharing response6 of

subjects at levels 1B and OB did not differ from the control condition

in any a, the four experimental conditioni. The behavioral responses

of subjects at 2B and 1B is particularly surprising in that these"

subjeCts recognized the claims of merit and past reciprocity in their

hypothetical reasoning but not in their practical action.
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In general, the present findings showed that children's hypothetical

reasoning was consistent with their practical action for subjects at

level 2B who were the only ones expected to act on another child's

claims of need and coordinated reciprocity, and for subjects at level

OB who were not expected to respond in any ef the conditions differently

than in the control condition. The practical action of subjects at level

1B was not consistent with their hypothetical reasoning. Subjects at

level 1B were expected to act on claims of merit but in fact their

actions were no different than subjects at the lowest level of hypothetical

justice reasoning. Damon (1977) also'found that subjects who reasoned

hypothetically at level-1B did not behave, accordingly. It appears that

It is not until subjects reach the level of 2B. that their.

hypothetical reasoning shows some consistency with their practical moral

behavior.

Another concern in the present study was the relationship among

three different contexts of moral reasoning. While other studies have

compared moral reasoning in hypothetical and practical contexts (Damon,

1977; Haan, 1975), the present study used, an additional context: ideal

(i.e., subjects( judgments of the "fairest" thing to do in a given

behavioral7tOnditiOn). Similar to Damon (1977) and Haan (1975) the

present study found that subjects reasoned at more advanced levels in the

hypothetical than in either the practical or ideal contexts. There-were

no differences between .levels of ideal and practical reasoning

The highest correlations among forms of moral reasoning were

between practical and ideal reasoning. In addition,: nypothetical

reasoning was more highly correlated with ideal reasoning than with

practiCal reasoning. Also, correlations between practical reasoning'
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and altruistic behavior were higher than between hypothetical reasoning

and altruistic behavior.

Thus, measures of moral reasoning and behavior within a practical

context were more closely related than those between hypothetical and

practical contexts. This finding is consistent with Baumrind's (1978)

position that practical reasoning is a better predictor 'of moral behavior

than hypothetical' reasoning, as the latter excludes the sOjective and

affective interests of the actor in a moral dilemma. "In contrast to

previous studies that have compared hypothetical reasoning in one

content domain and social behavior in-a totally different content domain.

:and did not find strong relationships (Grinder, 1964; Nelson et al, 1969;'

*Hartle et al.,'1976; Emler & Rushton, 1976; Leming, 1974), the present

study found that ,children's practical reasoning' was consistent with their

_altruistic behavior within the 'same content domain.'

:The.present findings'are consistent with previous studies reporting

higher levels of moral reasoning in the hypothetical compared to practical

contexts. Within the domain of moral reasoning, it thus appears to be a

.consistent bias toward lower levels of reasoning in the practical context

due. to the inherent conflidt between one's own self interest and moral

principle4. IA otter contexts (e.g., interpersonal persuasion), howeVer,

the self interests that operate in practical contexts can enhance social
0

reasoning :($eople= and Gass, 1979).

The present study supports the need for further social cognitive

'research regarding children's cognitive reasoning about their own

behavior instead of their reasoning about hypothetical people engaging

in hypothetical social acts
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HYPOTHETICAL MORAL REASONING. LEVEL

Figure 1. Hean'number of pictures traced in the,helpitg context
as a function of hypothetical moval reasoning level.
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HYPOTHETICAL MORAL REASONING LEVEL._

Figure- . Mean number of candies 'shared in the sharing context
as a function of hypothetical moral reasoning level.
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Figure 4.. `Mean number of candies shared in the sharing
context -as a function of hypothetical moral
reasoning ,level and condition of altruism.
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Table 1

Correlations among Reasoning Scores

Measures 4

Hypothetical Moral
**

. 39/ '.41
**

.46
**

.73
**

Reasoning (1)

Helping

Practical j62
**

27
**'

:27

Reasoning (2)

V Ideal
* *

.2q

Reasoning,

Sharing

(3)

**
Practical .83

Reasoning (4)

Idal .38

Reasoning (5)

Age (6)'

-R1-.01.
**

Q4 .001.



Table 2

Partial, Correlations among Reasoning Scores

:Measures 1_ _ 2 3 4

Hypothetical Moral
Reasoning (1)

Helping

Practical-
Reasoning (2)

Ideal
Reasoning (3)

Sharing

Practical
Reaaoning (4)

=

-2 Ideal
Reasoning (5)

.29** .40** .21*e .30**

.59t*'

The partial correlation's are first-order correlations

age'as the co, ariate.
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